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Examination of processes in plasmas has an extraordinary importance 
in these days, both from telecommunicational and energetical aspects. From 
the examination of the phenomena it appears that the so-called cold plasma, 
produced by non-equilibrium ionization, plays a fundamental role both as 
a research aid and as an applied medium. A new device of power production 
is the MHD generator, where, however, theflow-conditions, the energy transfer 
phenomena, etc. are difficult to investigate in the equilibrium plasma of 
high temperature, designed as a final solution. From experimental~technical 
aspects it is much simpler to measure first in cold plasma. Furthermore, the 
transformation of the kinetic energy into electric power in plasmas, can not 
only be used to produce electricity, but also kinetic energy for use in space 
engines with very high exhaust velocities, that is, wi.th very high specific 
impulses. (Vlithout such engines interplanetary voyages would not he imagin-
able at all.) Since the economical use of power, the efficiency, is of a decisive 
importance, the exhausted gases must leave the engine cold, and neutral also, 
for other purposes. It is very advantageous to use only non-equilibrium ioni-
zation for most types of rocket engine. In addition, in fundamental physical 
experiments on plasma properties, the applied ionization is most frequently 
non equilibrial, being easy to control and regulate. 
The problem is now to examine the variation of the number of charged 
particles in stationary, v.-eakly ionized, cold plasma flo\,', exhausted by some 
ionizator at a medium pressure ranging between 10 -4 to 102 Hgmm, neglecting 
external forces and, for the sake of exact calculations simplifying as far as 
possible and as admissible. 
These investigations serve to give aspects for designing a closed flow 
cycle of cold plasma, mainly the allowable distance between the ionizator and 
the space of measuring and the losses at the walls. The most important of 
these aspects is to give the solution in more generally valid form, and not 
under several special boundary conditions for a single material only. 
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1. Basic assumptions for the solution 
Let us suppose the folIo'wing: 
1.1. No external forces affect the flowing medium, that is, there are no 
external electric, magnetic or gravitational forces. (If eventually we wish to 
take into account these forces afterwards, then we have to start again from 
the basic equations, in supposing, that F " O. It should he noted, that under 
Earth conditions, the role of gravitational forces can he hy all means ne-
glected.) 
1.2. Let us simplify the interactions among the particles: there is no 
necessity of investigating the energy transfer among the different kinds of 
particles, as we neither extract from, nor feed in, the gas any energy. So it 
may he supposed, that the energy dispersion occurs already in the ionizator 
itself. Let us consider the spots, which limit this energy dispersion as the end 
of the ionizator. The effect of internal friction can he neglected along the walls, 
and inside the medium it ensures only the uniform flo'w velocities of neutral 
and charged particles. The flow velocity is supposed to he constant throughout 
the cross-section. 
1.3. The state parameters effect the constants of the functions descrihing 
the different phenomena. Since in the whole gas the numher of particles does 
not vary, and we are to omit the energy losses, it may he supposed, that in the 
'space where the measurements take place, the ionization and recomhination 
do not affect the value of the state parameters. 
1.4. The variation of the Debye length may be neglected, as the modifi-
cation of its value, depending on the particle numher, does not change the 
state of the plasma, within given limits. - The plasma flow, 'we are to deal 
with, can be located near to the 50% ionization limit in the EM zone of the 
Kantarovitz - Petschek diagram. 
1.5. The degree of ionization is single. 
1.6. In the space of measuring there is no internal energy-conversion, 
the flo-w velocity is constant; the plasma had been accelerated earlier. 
Let us examine the variation of the charged number of particles in the 
plasma under the assumptions made ahove. 
2. Itlathematical formulation of the prohlem 
Let us start from the general transport equation which can he deduced 
from the Boltzmann equation. 
2.1. The fundamental equations 
It is equally possihle to use the transport equation both for the charged 
and for the neutral particles. As for the external force, F = 0, the continuity 
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equation IS of the same form for all the three kinds of particles (electrons, 
positive ions, and neutral particles), that is: 
(1) 
where n is the particle number, e the examined parameter of particles 
(mass, charge, number, etc.), the subscript s denotes the kind of particles, 
LV - the velocity of the particle, < > the average value, I - the distribution 
function, t - time, c - collision index. In examining no,v the particle number, 
therefore e equals 1, so we obtain: 
a ' (af ' ~..L \" (11, (w_ = "" j e --$) dw a' , ,/"..,;;;;,. S a 
t e,i,O. t c 
(2) 
Under the given assumptions, the collisions produce only ionization and 
recombination; the average yelocity is composed of the average drift velocity 
(v), the diffusion velocity (v D) and the nlocity due to the Coulomb field (13Ch), 
resulting from the separation of electrons and ions. So we obtain: 
"" J" e (' ati) d-: - * R ~ i ~ It - nei - ne III 
c,i,O, ,ot c 
(3) 
~' j' e (" aI o ] dw = Rn n' - n*, /, 0 C l el 
;:7,'0. , St ,c 
as the degree of ionization is single. (n* is the ionization, R is the recombina-
tion coefficient.) 
So the initial equation system is of the following form: 
at '" = nei 
ani 'R DAd' ( - ) 
-A- == n:i - ni ne - i !JIlj - IV nl ·Vi 
ot 
ano 
at 
(4) 
(5) 
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2.2. General discussion 
Before neglecting the time dependence and the effect of ionization, 
some - being very important in the following - analyses must be carried out. 
It may be seen, that under the simplifying assumptions we made, no does 
not effect explicitly ne and ni in Eqs (5). As no is not of interest in the fol-
lowing, the equation for no will be omitted. 
In the case of Ve ~ , Vi charges in the plasma 'will be separated. Let us 
examine this possibility. 
Because of the charge separation an internal electric field, Eo arises. 
In the lack of an external field, the permittivity (2) can be considered scalar 
and constant. It can be supposed, that uncleI' the gIVen circumstances the 
internal magnetic field is negligible. So 'we ohtain: 
rotED 0 
div Eo 
grad U 
e 
-(ll; nJ 
e gradJ' 
4:72 
v 
dV (6) 
r 
'where e is the electron charge, U - the scalar potential, r the distance 
between the observed field point and the charge (lli - ne), V - the volume, 
fJ.. the mobility. 
Using Eqs (6), the first two equations of Eqs (5) can be written in the 
following form: 
8ni '" 
--=nei 
8t 
- (grad ne) r v + Pc e grad ( f --'--~ dV', J l 4:7S , ' r I 
" . 
(grad ni) [v - Pie grad (' J' 
4:7S 
'v 
r 
dV)] 
(7) 
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In analysing Eqs (7), - (for the use in further studies) the following 
can be established: 
2.21. The plasma always tends to get into a neutral state. On the right side 
of Eqs (7), the fifth and sixth terms show, that with time ne and n; will approach 
each other. It depends on the relatiye yelocity of this process to other phenom-
ena, whether we may use later the ne = 11; equality or not. 
Since we take out electrons from the plasma during measurements, and 
under operation of the lVIHD generators, "we haye to proyide the experimental 
devices "with electron emitters. 
As for electrons and ions moye together, it is necessary to take into 
account the ambipolar diffusion. 
2.22. The recombination is slow compared "with the trend of heing neutral. 
In examining the second and fifth terms of the right side of Eqs (7), "we find: 
Let us estimate the two terms in hrackets, according to the measured 
data [1]: 
R r-../ 10-17 ma,'s 
(,u)c,i r-../ 50. m~is. V. 
e = 1,6. 10-19 As 
C 8,86. 10-12 As'Vm. 
As the plasma is not too dense "we may assume that Er does not alterate 
the orders of magnitude, so we obtain: 
,uc,ie ",' 10-6 
that is 
So we may calculate in the following as 
-- -
ve "-' Vj = v 
which means amhipolar diffusion. 
2.23. In thin plasmas we find the diffusion to he more decisive than the re-
comhination. In dense plasmas it is just reyersed. In using the data gn:en 
hy von ENGEL [1] for estimating the orders of magnitude: 
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In thin plasma n1 r-.J 1016 l/m:l, and in "dense" one n2 r-.J 1020 11m3 , so 
"we have 
and 
This result can be used for controlling our further examinations too, 
as for it must be obtained from those as "well. 
2.3. The final equation and ist comparison with the "\V-orks of other authors. 
In accordance with our aim, we want to examine stationary processes outside 
the ionizator when the flow- velocity does not vary. 
If we want to study the processes in ionizators or nozzles of varying 
velocities, then we have to start again from Eqs (7), but we may not neglect 
so many members (e.g. l1ei and n • div v). 
From our earlier statements we get 
n* = 0 
v = constant 
and applying now the starting assumptions, the final equation runs as follows: 
D·L111 15· grad n - Rn? = 0 (8) 
In the following we "want to analyse this equation under different bound-
ary conditions. 
2.31. Such examinations are very important in the case of plasma rocket 
engines. On the other hand, the experiments clearing up the basic similar 
laboratory types of phenomena on plasma-flow are nowadays rather develop-
ing. Both these two facts sho"w themselves in the studying of literature. There 
were very few data to be found for studying similar topics and these ones 
rather on the rocket engines. 
CnuAN [2] indicated in his report "Plasma Heating Research" on the 
Plasma-Conference of the US Air Force on the Maryland University in 1958 
that they began to investigate together with preliminary experiments the 
effect of diffusion, recombination and the escape of electrons in plasma, to 
make possible the examination of processes in the nozzle. 
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They started by supposing that ne = ni' from the equation 
dnc 
dt 
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They did not communicate any results or publications, neither occurred any 
references to be found later on. 
On the Conference on Aerospace Electro-Technology in 1964 BROl\IBERG 
and FREE [3] reported measurements on Cs rocket engines. They took into 
account the effect of drift velocity and recombination in the theoretical approx-
imation. The calculations were made only for one single initial condition, 
so they are not valid generally. 
3. One-dimensional solution of the problem 
Eq. (8) describing the problem is a second-ordered, non-linear differential 
equation of more variables. As it is very difficult to solve it generally, let us 
start with as simple boundary conditions, as possible. For the first 'we omit 
z 
Fig. 1 
v 
r-----::> 
flow 
x 
the effect of the walls on the plasma in flow. So we suppose, that the plasma 
flows from a plane ionizator of infinitely large surface (Fig. 1), normally tothe 
plane of the ionizator- of (y, z) plane in Cartesian coordinates - with a con-
stant velocity v = Vl in the space without bounding walls. Let us no,,'- de-
rive the nurr her of charged particles along the X-axis. 
Eq. (8) in Cartesian coordinates sounds: 
~ r on ~ on; -v,~ --~ +--] + 
. ox ay 
on - ) k - R·n2 = 0 
oz 
Using the assumptions and carrying out the arithmetical operations: 
d2 n dn 0 D -- - v -- - Rn- = 0 
dx2 dx 
(9) 
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The boundary conditions for Eq. (9) are the following: 
n(x = 0) = no' the initial number of charged particles at the ionizator, 
n(x = 0::;) = 0, as it takes infinitely long time for the particle" to reach 
the infinity, therefore the recombination is perfect. 
3.1. The transformation process based on special solutions 
As for also Eq. (9) cannot be soh-ed in a simple 'way, we begin with 
looking for special solutions for it. 
3.11. Special solutions. There are t·wo simplified forms for Eq. (9). For 
the first case we choose the flow-velocity of the medium to be zero. In the 
second case we choose that velocity to be so big, that we may neglect the 
diffusion beside it. 
3.11.1. Let the flow-velocity of the plasma (v) be zero. So we have for 
Eq. (9): 
d~n 
D - Rn 2 = 0 
dx2 
(10) 
Eq. (10) can already be soh-ed with the well-known methods, and after 
two steps of integrating and in applying the boundary conditions, we have as 
final result: 
no 
11 = ----:::-=;::;:==:-''----=----
1 + l 3D 110 ·x: + 6~ 110 x 2 (11) 
3.11.2. Let the diffusion be negligible beside the flow, then we have for 
the equation to be solved: 
dn 
t· + Rn~ = 0 
dx 
the solution of which is 
11 = ----'---
R 
1 + no x 
v 
(12) 
x<o 
x 0 (13) 
Later on we can give the range of validity for Eqs (12) and (13) only 
then, if we find some possibility of comparing the flow and diffusion velocities. 
We need Eq. (9) converted into a more suitable form. 
3.12. Solution using the method of phase-plane. It is well known, that the 
method of phase-plane may often be very well used to solve the second order, 
non-linear differential equations of constant coefficients. We throw our Eq. (9) 
into a usable form. 
Let be 
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y(n) dn 
dx 
the ncw function to he examined. Then we havc 
dv 
d" .- n dy 
=y-'~-
dx2 dn 
!73 
(14) 
and the new variables are y. ---' and n. Let the plane (y, 71) he calleel phase-
, dn 
plane. Thcn after sketching the plots 
constant f3 dn 
one can givc the function y(n); hy integrating it furthermore "we havc the result 
we wanted: n = n(x). 
The new form for Eq. (9) is: 
Dy -r'y-Rn~ 
dn 
so ,,-e haye to determine the plots of 
R 
.) 
----,;---.- 11-
dn 
o 
which can he done by drawing (16) takcn ,3 = COIl:,tant. 
(15) 
(16) 
It I:' easily to he seen that if thc diffusion is :,mall, DIY <v, then 
R 
small D /() p. r. thcn \' .~ -- 7l~. R y "'-'" - n~, and if thc drift velocity is 
.. - D{J 1" 
So a comparison hetv,-een the diffusion 
can he carried out. 
and the drift mentioncd in 3.Il 
3.13. Critical velocity and characteristic length. We haye to de termine 
that range of yelocities, 'where both diffusion and drift are significant. Let us 
modify Eq. (16) into the following form: 
R n~ 
\-=-------
- D dy v 
dn D 
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The effect of diffusion and drift is of the same order if 
v (IS) 
dn D 
Let that velocity be the critical velocity = VO' It follows then that 
dy "-' ~dn 
D 
If we put (19) into Eq. (17), we have 
R ., y "-' - -- n-
2vo 
(19) 
(20) 
The recombination IS proportional to n2• Based on this statement and 
Eq. (19) we may accept 
as valid approximation. 
v Y"-' __ o n 
-' D (21) 
In comparison of Eg. (20) 'Nith Eq. (21) we may define the critical 
velocity as 
(22) 
where no is the initial number of particles. In the environment of this drift 
velocity the diffusion and the drift are comparable, otherwise one of them is 
negligible. It can he seen, that the critical velocity depends on the state of 
the medium, that means, that like the sound velocity, it characterizes the 
medium - plasma - which determines the processes. 
After defining V O' let us investigate our two special results in a detailed 
manner. 
If D = 0, then Eq. (13) gr..-es 
n~f~ft-I)--
11 + -- no x l v 
x<o 
x~O 
Introducing here the ratio vu/v, we have 
no 
n = -----"----
1 
(:':3) 
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Keeping in sight the factor (V 2: no x ) 'we can con vert the result of the case 
v = ° (11) 
n=------"----- (24) 
Let be 
I v 
W = -- and lV = njno VI2 Vo (25 ) 
Let us define furthermore the "characteristic distance" as: 
(26) 
here' means the same distance for each medium, where :.V has the same magni-
tude and from where the actual distance can be calculated as 
Using Eqs (25) and (26), both the special cases, and the equation to be 
solved can be transformed into new variables lV and e, 'with U' as a parameter. 
If v = 0, and; 0, we obtain: 
I 1V=-------(1 +;j)~ (27a) 
and 
d2 JV 61,'2 0 d'-'> 1,,-
(27b) 
if D 0, 
C< 0 lV = 0 1 1 ;- 0 N 1 ~ 1 Clw 
and 
. dN 6,,;0 0 6w-- -- ~,- = de (27 d.i 
Finally the new transformed form of the equation to be solved: 
a12 _7'7 d"-l\ 6 1 v 6 '\C.) 0 
-w-- - ~,- = 
dCz d; 
(28: 
the boundary conditions are; = 0, N = I, and: = =. !'\ = O. 
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Therefore the problem can he solved in general, independently of the 
given parameters of the medium. 
3.2. Solution of the transformed equation and discussion of the solution 
Eq. (28) can be soh-ed e.g. using the phase-plane method. Let he 
y = dN (29) d; 
then from (28) 1'0110,\'5: 
y 6 ------N~ 
- 6w 
dN 
,'1/,0 -. ---------"---r,~=...:-:.:-:.:-·:.:--:.:-==-====::-}w=':;~I~r;ofC:===== 
-3 c 2 3 5 5 7 J 
Fig. :; 
(30) 
dy 
After sketching t11(' diagrams, helonging to ---- = const .. on the nlaIle 
~ ~ ~- fLY , < 
(Y, N), the Y = Y(~'Y) functions can be given. It makes much easier to plot 
yoy) after drawing the phase lines of the two special solutions. By integrating 
l'-UV) we obtain the final result: 1\7 c'Y(C). The result is represented OIl Fig. :2 
using the parameter ,'alues of If = 0; 0,1; 1; 10 and 100 \\'hich is valid for 
the plasma flow if it meets the houndary conditions - approximately 'with 
a certain accuracy, of course - independently of the material and state of 
plasma. 
Discussion: In examining the validity of the result (2), one has to check 
first the conditions of Part 1. These conditions are rather valid in thin, eolcl 
plasma flo,1", The roughest approximation among these is to neglect the viscos-
itv and the profile of velocity (the laminarity or turbulence of the flow). 
So in that case, in first approximation we may accept and so ,,-e can 
use the result as a design hase for determining the maximum alIo'wable value 
of the distance between the ionizator and the useful space, and the examined 
,-,u'iation of th(' particle numher in the space of measuring. 
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If the cross-section of the plasma in ~ is large, the charged particle 
number hardly varies in the transversal direction in the middle of the flow. 
That means, that the distribution along the axis well approaches the one plotted 
in Fig. 2. We can get more accurate information from the two-dimensional 
examination. 
The value of Vo shows, what order of velocity magnitude we need to 
reach any given number of charged particles somewhere in the flow, that is, 
·we have data for the design of the accelerating part - e.g. Laval nozzle. 
102°-. -_ ... 
'---1 --~ < ----w= 0 
;:; IOf9 ' ___ . ___ --jI\-.... __ ...... ___ -- kI; 
..., 
.~ --·-w.=IDD 
~ 
"- '-'- .----::;:-
" ~ 
;:;-. 
~ 
c: 
10'~· 
--
--
---
1DfJ~ __ ~..;.;;.;;...L __________ ""; 
-Ioe -5f c 50 100 150 200 
xfmm/ 
Fig, 3 
6D 
As for the material to be used: the yalue of x I) = -- belonging to ~ = 1 gives Rno ~ ~ . ~ 
the order of dimensions in the equipment, or it contains indirectly a hint to 
the material - DjR - and the ionization degree, nll' at a certain pressure 
and density. 
The data of E?\GEL [1] gin e.g. for hydrogen (H2) if Te Cc...! Ti 600 KO, 
than Da "-' 0.1 m 2js, R = 2 ' 10-12 m 3js. So, if the ionization is feeble, no rv 
~ 1018 m -:1 = 1012 cm -:1; so L"1l = 316 m/s and C = 1820 ' xm, that is, x = 
= 0.55 C [mm]. So it can be seen, that the hydrogen eyen at great velocities 
does not drift in large scale from the ionizator. In case of mercury (Hg) 
T Co:'. 600 KO, Ti ~v 500 - 600 KO, Te ~ 1000 - 1200 KC, and let be the pres-
sure in the flow p ~ 0.01 atm. (Under such conditions a yery well handled 
cycle of mercury yapour can be realized.) According to the data of [1] Da rv 
rv 1.4 ' 10 -3 m 2Js, R rv 10 -15 m:1js, furthermore Vo = 8.35 ' 10 -10 • (n of2 mJs 
4 Periodica Polytechnica El. XII,':;. 
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and x = 2.9 . 106 (n o)-li2m , where [no] = 11m3• Let us observe the flow m 
more detailed: 
no= 1014 1016 1018 1020 [m-3] 
X= 290' 29' 2.9' 0.29' [mm] 
Vo = 0.00835 0.0835 0.835 8.35 [m/s] 
The plots of particle number vs. distance, - tha.t is, the curves of 
n(x) - can be seen on Fig. 3 with w = 0,1 and 100 as parameters. It is clearly 
to be seen that in thin plasma the diffusion, in dense plasma the recombination 
dominates (par 2.23). 
It is very important, that the out drift of the mercury (see Fig. 3) seems 
to be in order of about 10 cm. It is also interesting that the nw(x) curves 
approach each other assimptotically, so it is no use of increasing the value 
of no, taking a given value of the parameter w (!). So no can be optimalized. 
Up to now the most important result of our consideration is the trans-
formation process which comes by introducing the critical velocity and char-
acteristic length. This makes it possible to concentrate the parameters of the 
medium into the variables, and to obtain equations which are easily solvable 
for any material flow and are valid generally, limited only by the boundary 
conditions. 
3.3. Approximation possibilities of the effect of the wall 
In most cases we must not neglect the effect of the wall in our experi-
mental equipments. The walls in reality promote the recombination, moreover, 
in many cases (e.g. metallic walls) they can be regarded as perfect absorbent. 
It often occurs that the wall increases the recombination factor to be relatively 
large to the free path (generally it becomes I ~ 2 J., where ), is the free path). 
Let us try to approximate this phenomenon in one-dimension. 
In this approximation ·we suppose, that nothing changes parallel the 
·walls. This assumption may be valid in many cases (positive column, etc.) 
but it is not admissible in the plasma flow. It means that our results are only 
informatory, although they are rather convenient for estimating the orders of 
magnitude in calculations and giving aspects for the design. At the same time 
they can be very useful in other experimental fields. Of course, we could get 
accurate results only from two-dimensional examinations. 
Let us investigate two possibilities for approximation: 
a) Supposing that the plasma ray is small compared to the dimensions 
of the equipment (e.g. the diameter of the tube which contains the £lo·w) , 
the situation can be regarded as if ionization existed only in the axis, the 
median plane, etc., and the plasma gets at the perfectly absorbing wall 
(nwall = 0) by the aid of diffusion, while being recombined. - It does no t 
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give any information on distribution in the ray, but often can be useful for 
estimating the losses, etc. 
b) Let us suppose in the approximative examination of distribution 
inside the plasma ray, that the losses of the plasma in diffusing and recombining 
inside the fully ionized walls will be compensated by an ionization dispersed 
in the whole space. - That means in fact the examination of the ionizator 
space, but the flow also can be regarded as if it were excitation - which drifts 
particles into the cross-section - being proportional to n in our case. 
3.31. Effect of the wall standing in front of the plasma ionizator. Our 
examination will be based on the approximation a). We regard the phenom-
enon as a plane problem, that is, we start from Eq. (9), when there is no 
drift between the ionizator and the wall perpendicular to the wall, so v = o. 
The boundary conditions are as follows: The number of the particles is 
known at the ionizator: n(x = 0) = no. The 'NaIl at the place of x = a is per-
fectly absorbent, that means: n(x = a) = o. The differential equation to be 
solved is the same as Eq. (10). Using its transformed form Eq. (27b) (see 3.2), 
and applying the boundary conditions, we have 
under the conditions of 
where 
do /,1 --[~-= 6N2 
d ·'"z 
." 
N=1 
N 0 (31) 
The general solution - before applying the boundary conditions -
(32) 
Furthermore, it is known that if a = 00, 
N= 1 
The solution of general validity, which contains the constants of the 
boundary conditions too: 
(33) 
4* 
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The two equations for the boundary conditions: 
~ = 0, 1'1= I 
!; = x, 1'1 =0 (34) 
0.2 
J 6 7 8 9 0:.'=10 3' 
Fig. 4 
' ..... .!:2 
o L--------~-~-~~~:=~~=_~ ______ oC=oo 
o 5 10 eX :5 C2~ 0 
Fig. 5 
If x -+-:xl, we obtain Cl 0, C2 = o. 
We have made the calculations for the values ofx = 0.1; 0.2; 0.5; I; 2; 5 
and 10. The functions N(e), which describe the presence of the wall, can be 
seen in Fig. 4. These are even functions of C. The curves of C1(x) and C2(x) can 
be seen in Fig. 5. 
This result gives a very good help in dimensioning the diameter of the 
flow channel and the electrode distances. 
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3.31.1. The recombination factor is greater beside the walls, than near 
to the ionizator. The walls increase the recombination factor in addition to its 
being perfectly absorbent in a depth of one-two free paths. The phenomenon 
is not completely clarified yet; the supposition has presented itself partly as 
an explanation on the results of measurements, partly as based on the physical 
conception (the particle being in the distance ), from the wall may "freely" 
escape). We neglect the occasional charge accumulation beside the wall. 
The boundary conditions are, as earlier: n(x = 0) no' n(x = a) = 0, 
furthermore: the recombination factor is RI' if 0 x a - d and Rz> RI' 
if a d < x < a. The diffusion coefficient let be in both spacepart D, and 
the effect of the walls presents itself in a layer of thickness of d. 
Starting from our initial Eq. (10) 
As for generally d < a, let be 
in the transformation. After transformation 
where 
So we have 
d2 .l\(~) 
----6 
A = 1 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
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The two solutions fit together continuously, that is 
C=o N(l) = 1 
C=fJ N(I) = N(2) O<fJ 00 (40) 
dN(I) dN(2) (the particle flow t-fJ 
---=---,,-
dC dC is continuous) 
C='X N(2) = 0 
where - m a well known manner: 
-If RI no b- d R-1! RI no ·b 
'X - I --- a, - a - , I-' - I ---
. 6D I 6D I 
(41) 
\Ve can examme different special cases by the aid of the system of 
equations. 
3.31.11. The plasma diffuses through two space part of different recom-
bination to the "wall in infinite distance". In this case 'X = 00, N2 = 0, that is, 
C22 = O. So the equations: 
1 ( 4.2) 
r 
1 I A )2 
-,-fJ 
, CI~ B 
1 A 1 
B l'_1 +~fJ13 
C12 B. 
It is advisable to determine the coefficients by using a computer. 
3.31.12. In the vicinity of the wall the recombination factor increast~~, 
hut the diffusion constant does not alter. 
In this case A = 1, and 
Let us introduce as a new variable which is: 
o 1. 
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Our equations containing the boundary conditions are the follo-wing: 
1 
[
1-1-_1 
I aC
u 
N 
No>1l 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
CD 
\ , 
, 
~ 
(43) 
a -
- =C99 
)
0 
B --
--- the actual saiution, 
--- - the coniinuance 
of the solution in 2, 
'-'-' the continuance 
of the solution in 1 
Fig. 6 
In a particular case it is advisable to calculate the Cik-S on a computer. 
Let us examine the solution qualitatively. The N(n is plotted qualitatiyely 
on Fig. 6. It is to be seen that a new "effectiye place of the wall" may he defined, 
x', hased on the curye ]\[(1). That means the variation of N(1)e;) in case of 
R2 > RI hecause of the houndary layer in such a manner, as if the wall would 
he on tl.le place (x - b)x IX! This is a very useful estimation for design 
and for evaluate the measurements 'where a' can be very well determined, 
it is also sufficient, because already Eq. (33) gives also an accurate description 
on the spacc outside the boundary layer. 
If nccessary, the accurate diagram can be calculated by soh-ing Eq. (43), 
and then IX' can be detcrmined, because 
.i\(J) (; = x') = 0 
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so 
1 
(45) 
If the use of IX' is yery important to design, it is also sufficient to deter-
mine Cn' 
3.32. Examination of excitations dispersed in the space. Our examination 
will be based on the approximation b). The effect of the flow, which drifts 
particles into the space perpendicularly to the one-dimensional cross-section, 
will be regarded as excitation. The results are very useful for ionizator exami-
nations under thc conditions seen in Chapter 1, and the flow cross-section 
can be as accurately calculated, as the successfully approximation is done by 
supposing an excitation instead of drift effect of the flow. 
Let us start from Eqs (5), omitting the equation for nu, and supposing 
that ne = ni = n. So 'we obtain: 
an 
= n* - Rn2 + D· JTl - diy(n. v) 
at 
(4.6) 
In the cross-section plane there is no flow, so v = 0, and examining only 
an 
stationary states, wc obtain, that at = O. It follows that 
n * + D . .In - R . n2 o (47 ) 
In the following let us examme onh" onc-dimensional flo"w, that i;;: 
d2 n D R ., n- n* = 0 
After using the transformation m 3.13, and that 
we obtain 
r ~ == / 
1 
6 
----
R ·no 
6D 
·x and c\" 
n* 
--=0 
R '1l6 
n 
no 
( 48) 
( 49) 
It ;;hould be noted, that the third term on the lcft ;;ide of Eq. (49) is the ratio 
of excitation and initial recombination (it is generally the maximum) on the 
place x = O. 
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Let this term be the so called relative excitation: 
e 
n* 
R.nil 
(50) 
Now let us characterize the type of excitation bye. We have t(, solve 
the equation: 
under the following boundary conditions: 
n(x = 0) = no, that is ~- = 0, Tv I 
n(x=a)=O, thatis :=x,N=O, 
the \rall is at x = a. 
Let the excitation be proportional to the number of particles: 
n* = y. n 
and 
e _. ]V = D.Z\, 
Rno 
(51 ) 
The solution ·will be even to the: 0 axis, just a:3 \I·e have sef'n it in 
Chapter 3.3l. 
·We are looking for the solution bv the aid of the phase-plane method. 
By using Eq. (29) we obtain 
Y dy _ _ 6(N2 
d~\; . 
DN) o (.53) 
After integrating hetwecn the limits 1 - 1\" and Y" - }-, \I·e have that 
the slope of the variation in the particle numher on the point ; =x is the 
follo\ying: 
Y, dN 
d;,~~ 
3 D 
2 
(.34) 
The losses at the walls will be determined by Y" so wc haye the COll-
ception, also physically correct, that for ensuring a given 71 0 particle numher 
it is necessary to haye a certain {j excitation to compensate the losses, and 
vice-versa: supposing a fixedD, there can he only a certain number 71 0 , So, if 
the excitation does not exceed a critical leyel, it cannot supply the recomhi-
nation losses, and we have n == O. 
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From Eq. (53) it follo·ws, that 
y= 2 V N2 (N - ~ 0) - (1 - ~ 0 J (55) 
As the solution has no meaning if the polinom under the square-root 
becomes negative, & may not have any values, by which the poly-nom has any 
zeros in 0 < N < 1. Furthermore in using that inside the walls n > 0, we 
I[ dN J i have -r-- ,_J > O. The analysis shows that d~ , __ , 
independently of the possible positions of zeros 
Fig. 7 
The examination shows that the condition 
& 1 
one of the zeros is No = 1, 
can be seen in Fig. 7. 
N 
(56) 
must be fulfilled. So the "critical excitation" which exist by any other exci-
tation-form distributed in the space too, has an only analytically different 
form, though it can he determined in a similar way. In this case it is: 
1, that is ('min = Rno (57) 
Eq. (53) parameterized ·with fj already can be solved. The solution N(C) 
may be seen in Fig. 8. We produce always the same relative particle number 
in our task (.LV = 1) ·with varying x on the place C = O. So to insure 1V = 1, 
it is necessary to have a strictly given f} relatiye excitation; fJ plotted against 
x can he seen in Fig. 9. 
3.32.1. Let the place a of the ·wall, and the no particle number, gen('rat~ cl 
on the axis, he known. Kno"'wing that 
Rna 
6D a, 
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we can get the necessary value of iJ from Fig. 9. Of no and iJ we can calculate 
the necessary effective excitation: 
y = Rno{} 
3.32.2. If we know the place a of the wall, and the value iJ of the exd-
tation, 
Y iJ = -- = iJ(no) 
Rno 
~O~~-====-~====~ ______________________ ~v~=+~~{d~==OO~)~ __ ~ 
N 
'18 
')6 
0,2 
i &=2, d = '170 
tJ= 1, (c;«oo) 
( 0,1 0,2 '13 
tJ= 100, d= 0,070 
(25 06 0,7 (2B 0,9 J ~; 
Fig,8 
05 
3 _ 6 7 E 9 le 2() 3D 4'1 5'1 60 80 100;J-
Fig. 9 
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From these equations the available particle number no can be deter-
mined. 
It simply follo\\'s that 
I 'J DC = a ' _1- fJ-1/2 . 6D 
and so 
DC = DC(fJ) 
These last two equations determinedfj and so 
no = 
RfJ 
is the particle number in the axis. 
3.32. Discussion of the result and the methods. Im exammmg our quali-
tative and quantitative results it can be pointed out, that it is an important 
achievement to introduce the conception of the effective wall in calculating 
the increase on the 1;ecombination caused by the presence of the wall. The 
method is very useful to examine the ionizators, where the critical excitation 
"ignition level" - is very interesting. Furthermore, it is also possible, to 
apply the transformation in 3.13., on equations which differ from the original 
one, so besides the fact that the result are independent from the material 
constants and other parameters, we get a very clear physical conception. 
4. Two-dimensional solution of the prohlem with cylindrical symmetry 
The flowing plasma, flow channel, nozzles, etc. have in many cases 
a rolling symmetry. Therefore let us investigate the rolle-symmetrical solutions. 
4.1. The task to be soh-ed 
We hayc to solve Eq. (8) using cylindrical coordinates. Let U~ suppose 
that the gases flow along the z-axis: 
v (58) 
Let he the wall of the channel at r = a, and the flow rolle-symmetrical. 
The boundary conditions are the following: 
z = 0, r= 0, 
r a, 
on 
-=0 
0(1 
n=O (59) 
n 
° 
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The fact that recombination can be greater at the walls, may be omitted 
owing to the introduction of the effective place of the wall: 
82 n I 
+ 8r2 r 
8n ]_ 1.: 8n 
8r 8z 
Rn2 = 0 
Let us apply the transformation introduced in Chapter 3.13: 
"--1 ~~ ,, 6D~' 
I v 
If ---
VIi vo 
lY = .!3.- . 
no 
The boundary conditions have no'\\" the following form: 
~ = 0, 
,,== 
q=O, 
q =?:, 
.1Y= I 
]V 0 
and the transfermed equation to be solved is: 
82 J.·V 8~.lY I 8JV 81Y 
I 
-- 6w--T 8;-2 8 ., 8q 8~ 
" 
']- q 
- 61\,~ = 0 
The solution must he produced with the parameters If and ?:. 
4.2. Applicability of the one-dimensional results 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
The uniformly continuous solution of Eq. (63) mav exist only then if 
81Y 
=0 
8q g=O 
This SUpposItiOn IS admissihle, for we are exammmg the process only 
outside the ionizator and want only a stationary solution. If there existed 
any hreak along the axis, the grad Q=O n ,~ 0 resulted a loss in particles, which 
either would have been compensated hy the aid of ionization or the diffusion 
'would have ohliterated the break till the stationary state was taking place. 
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Based upon these 'we can estimate the axial distribution. If the wall is 
not too near the axis (IX 1), we may state according to Fig. 8, that 
1 8N lim ~O 
Q-;'O (! 8(! 
and 
82 N lim ----~ O. 
g-;.o 8(!2 
That results the Eq. (63) in turning into the Eq. (28) in the immediate 
environment of the axis e = 0, and on the axis itself. So it can be seen that 
the axial distribution will be given with a good approximation by the curves 
of Fig. 2, if the diameter of the flow channel reaches at least the ord er ( = 2 
l,O,~~~------; ----'i-
N i @ I 
I , w=1 
a 
0, 2 3 : 5 
:r= conslant 
Fig. lOa 
, w=1 
as i------,----'...---,----;r-- (w/o(=.!L 
a 
0, 0,2 0," 0,6 0,8 ,0 to 
J= conston! 
Fig. lac 
0, 5 fD 15 20 25 5:) 
P=constanl 
Fig. lab 
I 
2 3 4 :c 
f= conslant 
Fig. lad 
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The distribution in the cross-section (C = const.) can also be approxi-
mated. As concerning the magnitude of the "excitation" owing to the particle 
drift into the cross-section - see Chapter 3.32 - we will find that the exci-
tation is proportional to the particle number. As for the magnitude of 0, 
we find that apart from the sections of N(C) which vary quite steeply, the 
value of f} is very near to the critical 1, that is, the cross-sectional distribution 
flattens out rather quickly. 
4.3. Solution of the problem 
The calculation-work was done on the computer (Ural 2) of the Univer-
sity Calculation Centre. The program - giving a solution being sufficiently 
correct from technical aspects - was made by the Centre itself. 
0,2 
o 
w:t ! 
_ya=l~b) 
~~~~=====~~~~5/cX:1 t:::==~==::::~~i!!l!!!! ___ ~' ,1Ia:/Oi 
o 
ooo~ (J006 0008 P 0,01 0 001 002 003 O,O~ 0,05 J' C:: 
j -= consiant p = conslant 
j=O 
0,02 
DJ I 
Fig. lOr 
0<'=0,01 
#=100 
i(w/cMrJ) 
0002 0,00" 0006 0008 POOl 
.r = cons/ant 
Fig. 109 
o 
Fig. 10/ 
=0 
00016 
(£: 
aOf 0,02 0,03 0,0" 
5' :cons/anr 
Fig. Wiz 
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The results of the calculation can be seen m Fig. 10. Evaluating the 
experimental results it is advisable to choose a measured distribution as a 
cross-sectional profile. 
Because of the small capacity of the computer Ural-2, the calculations 
could not be carried out by the boundary conditions; "'-'=; the N = 0 must 
have been adopted after a very short section (; be small). 
We can lay down by examining the curves, that our calculations and 
conclusions theoretically had been correct. The practical correctness 'will be 
checked through measurements. 
5. Evaluation 
5.1. Comparison with measured data 
As we have seen at the beginning, similar investigations are very impor-
tant both for ne--w rocket-engines and for energy supply in the space. We could 
not get through with measurements till the time of writing this paper, but we 
Fig. 11 
oXIQ"e-cathode 
2. cathode renee/or 
~- 3 anods 
l; 0 pair oFmeosuring probes 
5 to "'/ccuum pumps 
Cl CJi/s 
ha,-e found in two cases measured data in other publications which are suitable 
for controlling all our work. 
5.11. Comparison lcith the measured results of BO~~AL [4]. He published 
the data in Fig. 12, measured in pure helium (!), as an addition to his report 
"Realisation d'un plasma en regime permanent" on the Fifth Conference OIl 
Ionization Phenomena. 
The measuring system can be seen in Fig. 11. The data of the discharge 
tube were the following: length: 80 ,,,,--,150 cm C\-ariable), diameter: 10 cm. 
The diameter of the direct current discharge - the length of which was vari-
ahle by pushing the electrodes - varied between 1 and 6 cm, depending on 
the experimental circumstances. An axial magnetic field could he generated 
in the plasma. Then the wall-losses of the plasma strongly decreased because 
of the magnetic-wall effect and the discharge widened. The pressure was also 
variahle in the tube. The purpose of the experiments was to examine the 
interaction between magnetic field and plasma. 
In the experiment the length of plasma was much longer, than its diam-
eter. so the one-dimensional wall-effect (Chapter 3.3) can be used to control 
our calculations. 
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The measured data on the distribution of the particle number in helium 
are seen in Fig. 12. The circumstances of the measurmg: 
Sign of the curve 
p [Hgmm] 
B [Gauss] 
1 
3.4 . 10-3 
1600 
2 
6.2 . 10-3 
1600 
3 
6.2 10-3 
400 
The discharge current was I = 2 A; during the measurements Te = 6 eV, 
Ti rv 1 eV, and the diffusion constants: 
Dexperimental = 2 . 104 cm~/s (in presence of magnetic field) 
D! (data of SIl\ION [4]) = 4.1 . 104 cm~/s 
D.La = 3.1 . 10:1 cm'2Js. 
5.10" 
\ 
~- '-~" 
0- ~ '~."-... 0\ . -;;-~~ 1,.10" 
210" 
\i.' ~\ ~ . \ 
- .---~ .".'t\ \ '. \ 
. '." ~ ~" ~ 
-- -----"\ - ~~~,--
i;\.. 3 \2 'b,t 
__ '-,_ .~.~ __ .... "'o 
3.10" 
'", ...... 
........ . ......... -
.......... 1010 0'----------------" 
,,,all 
Curve 2 3 
P 3,Ho-3 6,210-3 6,210-3 (Hgmm) 
r----- . 
B 16rJD 1600 1;00 (Gouss) 
.;, the curve obtained from the curves 
2.ond)' with point-by-point interpolation. 
p 6,2.10-3 Hgmm, B = 0 
o ro ~ ~ W ~R~~ 
Fig. 12 
Our calculations are yalid for the case 'without external forces. As Fig. 12 
shows, the effect of B is great, therefore wc use plot 4, obtained by interpolation 
from plots 2 and 3, for controlling our calculations. 
At the wall, as B = 0, 'we can suppose for plot 4 that n = O. Then the 
free path: J. .~ 0.5 cm under a pressure p = 6.2 . 10 -:\ Hgmm. 
Controlling the giyen diffusion constants by calculation based on data 
of ENGEL [1], 'we get similar orders of magnitude. Therefore we may use in 
our calculations the D Ia ambipolar diffusion in the direction of the given 
wall. The recombination coefficient is R = 1.7 . 10 -8 em:ljs, if p r"--J 1 Hgmm, 
and Te c.-,c 0.03 e V. As the electron-temperature gets higher, the collision cross-
section, and so R, also decreases if the ion-temperature remains constant. 
But in our case Te .~ T i , so 'we may suppose that the collision cross-sections 
for ions and electron5 do not differ 5ignifieantly compared to the initial yalues 
taken by the original lo'\\" Te .~~ Ti temperatures. The electron-ion recombi-
nation factor yaries proportionally -with ViJ to'wards the decreasing magnitudes 
5 Periodica Poly technic a El. XII/~. 
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of pressure [1]. So, modifying R for the calculation only in depending of the 
pressure, we can use it as R r-J 1.34 . 10 -9 cm:Jjs for p = 6.2 . 10 -3 Hgmm. 
The measuring circumstances approximate very well the ideal initial 
conditions supposed by the theoretical calculations: The effect of the external 
magnetic field can be eliminated by linear interpolation. No energy transfer 
took place in the experiment; the pressure was small, the viscosity could have 
been neglected; turbulence etc. did not occur. The state-parameters were 
constant in the whole measuring space, and there had been enough time to 
take their stationary values. The ionization ·was not very intensive (nmax ~ 
r-J 4.5 . 1011 cm -3) and so the supposition of single ionization-degree was 
1.0 
N 
Dj} 
Oft 
0,2 
o 
Fig. 13 
rightful. In the range of the investigations there ·was no energy-transfer (accel-
eration, etc.). 
Control: Based on Fig. 12 and other references in the publication the 
diameter of the discharge may have been 1 cm in case of B = O. So the process 
between the place r = 5 mm and the wall could be regarded as if the plasma 
had been diffused and recombincd between a "plane-ionizator" and a "plane-
wall" (Chapter 3.31.). As the radius ratio is 10, the supposition of being "planes" 
there does not cause a rough error, and the density decreasing effect of the 
axial dilatation can be implied into the recombination factor besides other 
inaccuracies of the estimations. As for R is inaccurate, it would be of no use 
to modify it. 
So we have D.la = D = 0.31 m~js; R r-J 1.34 ·10 -15 m 3js; nO r-J 4.5,1017 m -:J. 
Then: (r-J 18 x. By using it the 4<. transformed "experimental" curve 
can be sketched (Fig. 13). It can be seen from it that till d r-J 1.5 }., the recom-
bination-increasing effect of the wall is obvious. 
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The effective wall-place is 
ex'~ 0.72 
Knowing ex', and using the results of Chapter 3.31, we have 
and based on Fig. 5, to rx,' = 0.72 belong Cl = 1.18 and Cz '" 0.4. So 
N= I -0.4 where o ,< 0.72. 
__ I rl ( I r 1.18 T i"'l 
1/1 
N 
0.8 
0.6 
O,~ 
0.2 
0 
0 0,2 0" 0.6 :r 
Fig. 14 
This last theoretically obtained curve and the interpolated measured 
data can be seen in Fig. 14. 
The measuring conditions and the starting theoretical results showed 
an extraordinary coincidence. This explains, that the measured and theoret-
ically computed data coincide so deeply. Of course the values of the re-
spective constants (R, no' etc.) are not accurate. The absence of this error 
can be explained perhaps by the fact, that the linear interpolation causes 
opposite errors. 
It can be established that the idealization of the theoretical calculation 
is not overdone, and the parameters we have found, leading to the transfor-
mation of the equation, the effective wall, the physical parameters of the 
plasma and the solutions of the transformed equation are very useful. 
5* 
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5.12. Comparison with the measurements of BLOMBERG and FREE [3]. 
These authors reported their investigations on rocket engine operating with 
cesium, in 1964, on the Conference on Space Research in the United States 
(Cesium Plasma Generation - M. L. Blomberg and B. A. Free - IEEE 
Transaction of Aerospace Vo. As-2, No. 2. 1964, pp. 509-513). 
During the measurement there was only cesium flow investigated. The 
authors determined the variation of the number of charged particles in the 
axis of the flow outside the exhaust area of rocket engines. The examinations 
were carried out in fully ionized plasma (!), where the effect of the n3 ioniza-
tion appeared also. Though the initial ionization was a "thermical" one (arc 
~ . • "'=:C.:imas···. ---: ~~!~. ,'--'. /1401 • 0 ., ," I 1\ • ' , I /1:5 , '----.. '11=20. I :" I I 
-_. .;..', ?~o.";:---""".· . -; O~ ---' - • . ...... L'--j 
\ '-,c·":.. .............. , __ . theoretically I . i 
\ 
' -~ I ootarnedcurve I 
.~5 -\'", m=I,Omg/s -l. 06 .,n=Q2mg/s H 
, A·,·/:;Il/,'r;':; "'0771:;30° I .experimentally A I ,.. I 000 I 
' ,...:~j:l_'" 11_1, __ h.~ : measured r.nJ20! tng/70zze :; 
o 
~ . Jnecross-se::/toF! 0/ rh2 throat:; data The cro55~sec/lonor/he throat: 
---- ~---···-·IJ,03cm2 : 04 --,O¥25cm21 
............. 11- '0·20 ,-' the curves ti-1 I', :, 
--- mod/fyerJ accor· 
dingly /0 the 
lransformaiion Q2 
/-1:5 
6 8 fa Ncm) 
Fig. 15 
o 
°m:iJ,!5mg/5 
o 2 5 
discharge), the conditions outside the nozzles were not equilihral anymore. 
The authors studied the tendency of the recombination factor, hut in the puhli-
cation there was a very short hint to this to he found. The conditions for 
measurements and theoretical calculations were very different. 
Control: The theoretically calculated curves for a single material under 
strictly giyen initial conditions and several measured data can he seen in 
Fig.15. 
H we start ·with the supposition that the theoretically calculated curves 
are special solutions of the equation valid under the measured circum-
stances, then in the case of our theoretically correct calculation, the tenden-
cy showed hy the modifications of the curves caused hy the change in the 
initial conditions of the transformation, must he also conect. 
The calculated and measured points coincide in Fig. 15h, there is no 
need of modification. But the calculated and measured initial conditions differ 
from each other in Fig. 15a. By modifying the theoretically ohtained curves, 
they 'will he shifted towards the measured values. 
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Although the measuring conditions considerably differed from our initial 
conditions, and even the circumstances were not exactly defined, the theoret-
ical modification brought a change with correct tendency. 
5.2. Further possibilities for generalization 
Examining the basic equation system (Chapter 2.1), under other simpli-
fying conditions, we could get ne,,· results in similar manner. One of the most 
important of these would be to examine the effect of variation in the yelocity 
(div v -;-"- 0). The more detailed analysis of the collision members and the 
enlargening of them would give a possibility to examine the energy transfer 
phenomena. 
The transformation (Chapter 3.13) may also be applied successfully for 
equations differing from the original one in their form, only we have to intro-
duce new important parameters. 
It would be advisable to investigate the connection between the param-
eters obtained and the process-parameters already being in use. We did not 
succeeded in proving the connection between the critical velocity v () and the 
sound-velocity. But, by the aid of experiments one could explore similar 
relations. The relation between the material constants and the free path could 
be investigated experimentally by investigating the effective place and real 
place of the wall. The relatiye excitation makes possible the general examina-
tion of ionization. 
Our results mean aid to design. We can well limit the order of dimen-
sions in the measuring spaces, experimental equipments. We can deduce the 
order of magnitude by the yelocity to he applied, the intensity of the necessary 
ionization, which is finally determined by the distance between the ionizator 
and the useful space. 
The transformation makc5 it possible to use the results of the experi-
ments with one material by the calculations of other materials. It has to he 
investigated what kinds of models are possible. 
* 
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Summary 
The paper intends to determine the variation in the number of charged particles in 
non-equilibrium cold plasma flow under simplified conditions. Starting out of the transport 
equation and taking into account our assumptions on the circumstances we get the equation 
we want in fact to solve. The problem will be simplified to a one-dimensional one. We investi-
gate the possibilities for the solution and introduce the critical velocity and the character-
istic length. We obtain a transformation process which gives a result valid for every material 
by concentrating the material constants into the variables. In applying this method we can 
examine the effect of the wall, and the excitation, and then we can obtain the rolle-sym-
metrical, two-dimensional solution. Finally, we control our results and the correctness of the 
method using results measured by other researchers. 
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